A Simple Sampling Method for Estimating the Accuracy of Large Scale Record Linkage Projects
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Summary
Background: Record linkage techniques allow different data collections to be brought together to provide a wider picture of the health status of individuals. Ensuring high linkage quality is important to guarantee the quality and integrity of research. Current methods for measuring linkage quality typically focus on precision (the proportion of incorrect links), given the difficulty of measuring the proportion of false negatives.

Objectives: The aim of this work is to introduce and evaluate a sampling based method to estimate both precision and recall following record linkage.

Methods: In the sampling based method, record-pairs from each threshold (including those below the identified cut-off for acceptance) are sampled and clerically reviewed. These results are then applied to the entire set of record-pairs, providing estimates of false positives and false negatives. This method was evaluated on a synthetically generated dataset, where the true match status (which records belonged to the same person) was known.

Results: The sampled estimates of linkage quality were relatively close to actual linkage quality metrics calculated for the whole synthetic dataset. The precision and recall measures for seven reviewers were very consistent with little variation in the clerical assessment results (overall agreement using the Fleiss Kappa statistics was 0.601).

Conclusions: This method presents as a possible means of accurately estimating matching quality and refining linkages in population level linkage studies. The sampling approach is especially important for large project linkages where the number of record pairs produced may be very large often running into millions.

1. Introduction

In order to manage, monitor, assess and review a range of services, most government departments invest a significant amount of time and effort into collecting and analysing administrative datasets. These datasets are often used in research to provide insight into social issues, to support policy development and improve service delivery [1, 2].

Secondary use of administrative data collections is enhanced through record linkage. This process allows data from different sources to be brought together to provide richer information. The benefits of linked data include reduced data collection costs and more detailed and extensive analysis [3–7].

Record linkage is the process of bringing together data belonging to the same person from within and across different datasets. The process involves comparing identifying information between records to assess whether they belong to the same individual [8]. Where there is no reliable unique identification number on the datasets, the matching comparisons typically involve a variety of rules which are applied to available identifying data fields (e.g. name, address and date of birth).

Undertaking record linkage would be easy if identifying information and personal circumstances did not change and were consistently reported. However this is rarely the case and to find all appropriate records, linkage techniques must allow for data imperfections or changes in personal identifiers over time [9].

Although a number of matching methods are available [10], probabilistic methods are generally considered to be the most flexible and reliable when linking large administrative datasets [11–13]. Probabilistic methods are also useful if the data involved contains information on individuals with recording discrepancies across the available data fields for matching [14]. Using probabilistic matching, record comparisons are assigned a ‘weight’ or ‘comparison score’ based on the agreement of information between records [15]. This process allows some tolerance for differences between records with the comparison score corresponding to the likelihood that two records belong to the same person.

Over the last fifty years, sophisticated linkage methods have been developed to allow reliable matching of administrative data [11–13, 16, 17]. The challenge across
datasets is always the same; to optimise linkage techniques to ensure they find all records belonging to the same person.

While the basic processes of determining which records belong to the same person using personal identifiers is well established, ensuring high linkage quality is difficult and typically requires a large amount of effort [9].

In many linkage systems across the world, methods of clerical intervention are used in the record linkage process to both evaluate an overall matching approach and to improve matching quality for specific subgroups [18]. The clerical processes required during linkage management usually involve a method of validation to ascertain the impact of the linkage procedures (Clerical Assessment) and manual review of potential matches to confirm links (Clerical Review). These processes typically involve human assessment of record pairs to assess or augment the automated linkage algorithm or make a determination when the algorithm cannot reliably confirm or reject a link.

In large scale application, the number of records to be assessed for full clerical review/assessment may be very large often running into several million records.

Most linkage systems can be tuned to optimise the false positive and false negative rates. However, all research projects are different, some require links that are highly accurate while others emphasis maximising linkage rates. Knowing that linkage error can impact on the interpretation of research findings and introduce bias to research studies highlights a need for routinely measuring linkage quality [19]. Although standard methods are available to assess the level of false positive matches produced through linkage, it has not always been easy to accurately estimate the number of missed matches [20].

With an ever increasing number of research studies involving linked data, researchers are requesting information on matching quality to ensure the appropriate analyses can be performed [19, 21]. In this work we suggest a simple and replicable approach to address this information deficit.

2. Objectives

Our primary aim was to introduce and evaluate a sampling method to estimate different aspects of matching quality following record linkage. Developing standard methods to measure matching quality is an important area which can be used by linkage units to refine linkage strategies and inform subsequent analysis; this is essential as the number and complexity of record linkage infrastructure projects continues to expand.

In introducing this method, our first objective was to examine the suitability of the proposed sampling technique, in terms of the accuracy and consistency of estimated linkage quality metrics, for large scale (and enduring) record linkage projects. The second objective was to assess the consistency of clerical review as an assessment tool and to identify potential variation in the process. Finally, a study of inter-rater reliability examined the extent to which two or more individuals agree on the assessment of possible matches (i.e. do reviewers perform relatively similarly) and whether automated assessment procedures can be trained to undertake resource intensive clerical processes [22].

3. Methods

As complete clerical review of large sets of record pairs is often not feasible, the research team proposed and evaluated a method of estimating linkage quality using sampled clerical assessment. The study used clerical review of the sampled linked pairs to estimate the total false positive and false negative rates at each linkage matching score. Figure 1 outlines the methods used in this paper.

3.1 Creation of Test Data

The evaluation used ‘synthetic’ datasets to assess the quality of the linkage. ‘Synthetic data’ is the name given to artificially created records that have characteristics closely resembling the attributes of real world datasets [23]. Such datasets are typically used in benchmarking or systems testing [24, 25].

For our purposes, we selected the data generation programme that was developed and implemented as part of the open source FEBRL data linkage system [26]. The generator was originally developed in 2005 and is based on ideas by Hernandez and Stolfo [27]. It is argued to be an im-

![Figure 1 Sampling technique: flow diagram](image-url)
3.2 Specification for the Record Linkage

The record linkage process involved a de-duplication (internal link) of the synthetic ‘linkage’ data file aiming to identify all records belonging to each individual from within the file. Probabilistic linkage methods were used to internally link the file, owing to their flexibility and simplicity [8, 30–32]. The matching process involved a series of comparisons between two records and a decision as to whether they belong to the same individual. The linkage strategy was implemented on the CUPLE linkage software developed by Curtin University.

For the study we generated datasets that were suitably representative (i.e. based on real world frequency and error distributions) and of sufficient size to enable realistic testing of both the sampling and linkage quality assessment methods [20]. Generation of synthetic data was broken into two stages: (i) creation and use of a large, representative version of the population i.e. a population file, containing 2 million records (1 record per person); and (ii) generation of duplicate records with errors (in our case, synthetic records with repeat events) based on this population i.e. a file for ‘linkage’ which contained 495,369 simulated events for 47,337 individuals.

Each record in the datasets comprised the following data items: family name, first name, sex, date of birth and address. Records in each dataset were generated with errors typically found in administrative data. Ascertaining representative rates of different types of errors such as duplications, omissions, phonetic alterations and lexical errors involved abstracting errors manually from a number of real world datasets and extrapolating these to the artificial data.

The advantage of the synthetic data over real world datasets is twofold. Firstly, the synthetic data does not have the same strict confidentiality or privacy restrictions in terms of sharing and access. Secondly, the synthetic data was tailored for the project and designed to provide the truth set to evaluate both the sampling and assessment techniques.

3.3 Linkage Quality Estimation

Clerical review of a sample of record pairs was used to assess the quality of the linkages undertaken in the evaluation. While clerical inspection of a record does not necessarily identify the true match status, it provides the most appropriate judgement given the data fields available on each file.

Clerical reviews were undertaken by seven people with a mixture of linkage experience. From these reviewers, an estimated profile of incorrect and correct links in each batch was created. These results were used to establish a profile of estimated incorrect and correct links that would be accepted at each matching score.

In addition, an automated assessment methodology was developed to replicate the type of rules used by reviewers to determine whether records belong to the same person. The automated assessment applied logical rules to decide if the record pairs are ‘links’ or ‘non-links.’ These logical rules were held outside the system and modified, removed or added to by clerical operators [36].

The automated assessment methodology used an iterative process allowing clerical reviewers to identify additional rules which could be added to the logic to supplement the already available rules and further automate the clerical review process.

The automated assessment was ‘trained’ for this study by one of the reviewers using real administrative data. The reviewer’s knowledge was added and validated incrementally based on their manual clerical review of pairs. The fully saturated model was then applied to the sample synthetic pairs as an automated clerical reviewer.

3.4 Linkage Quality Metrics

In assessing the quality of linkage, of primary interest is knowing the number of true matches and non-matches identified as links and non-links. True matches and true non-matches are not usually known prior to a linkage. However, as the datasets were synthetically generated, it is possible to flag which records belongs to a specific population record. In this way, it is possible to know all the true matches and non-matches a priori.

Linkage quality was evaluated using pairwise precision and recall. These measures have been previously used in record linkage literature [10, 37]. Precision refers to the proportion of returned links that are true matches. It is sometimes referred to as positive predictive value and is measured as:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True Positives}}{\text{True Positives} + \text{False Positives}}
\]

Confidence intervals were calculated using the binomial distribution.


3.5 Sampling Record Pairs

A stratified sampling scheme was established to produce reasonable estimates of links and non-links at each comparison weight. The record pairs were divided into batches with similar comparison weights, using the integer part of each pair comparison weight, and the proportions of links and non-links in each batch sample, as determined by clerical review, were recorded. As is typical in a standard clerical review process, reviewers were not blind to the pair comparison weight. Estimates of the numbers of confirmed links and false links in the whole batch were calculated using well established statistical sampling theory [38, 39].

Within each batch (b) a sample of record pairs was randomly selected, then the number of confirmed links as matches in the sample (n_{b,tp}) and the links not confirmed as matches in the sample (n_{b,fp}) were weighted up to the estimate of total confirmed links using ‘number raised estimation’. Put simply the proportions of confirmed links and false links observed in each batch were multiplied by the batch size to create estimates for the whole batch. Number raised estimation is a simple estimation methodology, is unbiased, does not require auxiliary data and the accuracy of the estimates can be simply calculated.

The estimate of the total number of confirmed links in a batch is given by:

\[
\tilde{N}_{b,tp} = \frac{n_b}{n_b,fp} n_{b,tp} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{N}_{b,fp} = \frac{n_b}{n_b,fp} n_{b,fp}
\]  

(1)

Where:

- \( \tilde{N}_{b,tp} \) estimate of total confirmed links that are in batch b
- \( \tilde{N}_{b,fp} \) estimate of total links not confirmed as matches in batch b
- \( n_b \) total number of links in batch b
- \( n_{b,tp} \) number of links in batch b sample
- \( n_{b,fp} \) number of confirmed links in batch b sample

As the record pairs were divided into batches with similar comparison weights, batch estimate can be aggregated to estimate the total number of true and false positive for the linkage at each threshold weight. If a decision rule is applied to accept all record pairs in batches b’ and above, batch level estimates for these accepted record pairs can be calculated simply:

\[
\tilde{N}_{tp} = \sum_{b \in b'} \tilde{N}_{b,tp} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{N}_{fp} = \sum_{b \in b'} \tilde{N}_{b,fp}
\]  

(2)

These estimates reflect the number of correct links (linked records presumed to be matches) and incorrect links (linked records presumed to be non-matches).

Each batch estimate is subject to sampling error measured by the variance of the estimate, which we estimate with

\[
\text{Var}(\tilde{N}_{b,tp}) = N_{b}^{2} \left( 1 - \frac{n_b}{N_p} \right) \frac{n_{b,tp}}{n_b} \left( 1 - \frac{n_{b,tp}}{n_b} \right)
\]  

(3)

These variances can be added up over batches of accepted record pairs:

\[
\text{Var}(\tilde{N}_{tp}) = \sum_{b \in b'} \text{Var}(\tilde{N}_{b,tp})
\]  

(4)

These measures of accuracy on counts can be further used to derive measures of accuracy and confidence intervals on derived quality measures (such as precision and recall). These measures of accuracy can be calculated for different thresholds of accepting record pairs.

3.6 Selecting a Sample Size

The sample size to be used within each batch can be evaluated using power analysis. This ensures that the sample has a reasonable chance of detecting a significant difference. The evaluation used 31 batches based on the integer part of each pair comparison weight. For this investigation a fixed sample size of 100 record pairs was chosen within each batch. At a significance level of 0.1 (\( \alpha = 0.1 \)), a sample of 100 record pairs has over 75% chance of detecting a significance difference in the estimate of a precision or recall of 0.1 (assuming a null proportion of 0.5).

The sampling performance of the individual batches is a starting point for the sampling strategy. The statistical power in the individual batches need not be very high as the aggregated estimates (derived from estimates given by (3)), are subject to less sampling variability than the batch level estimates. An optimal sample design could allocate less sample to batches with very high weights or very low weights, as these batches would tend to be more homogenous and thus less variable. A fixed sample for each batch was selected for two reasons. Firstly, without first undertaking an initial investigation or having other evidence it is difficult to determine an appropriate sample size tailored for each batch in advance. Secondly, the homogenous batches tend to be quickly enumerated.

3.7 Reliability Assessment

The sampled pairs were evaluated by seven different reviewers and quality metrics were calculated for each reviewer. A second investigation looked at whether the quality metrics produced by each reviewer were consistent. In order to assess whether there was any significant difference between the quality estimates produced by the reviewers we use the Fleiss Kappa Statistic.
This method assessed how similar the reviewers were in classifying the pairs into true matches and true non-matches.

\[ K = \frac{\bar{P} - \bar{P}_e}{1 - \bar{P}_e} \]

Where \( \bar{P} \) is the average proportion of agreement among the reviewers, and \( \bar{P}_e \) is the proportion of agreement among the reviewers are expected to agree by chance alone.

Complete agreement corresponds to \( K = 1 \), and lack of agreement (i.e. purely random coincidences of rates) corresponds to \( K = 0 \).

### 4. Results

As expected, the sampling process accurately and precisely represented the matching results for the entire synthetic population. A comparison showed little difference in the percentage of correct links (true matches) at each matching score between the entire synthetic population and the selected sample. The accuracy of the estimates follows on from the fact the number raised estimator is unbiased. The sample size was designed using power analysis to ensure a reasonable level of precision resulting in reasonable precise estimates within each batch. A smaller sample while still accurate (i.e. unbiased) would have been less precise (i.e. have a higher degree of sampling variability).

Linkage of the synthetic data produced a series of records pairs with a matching score. The sample based methodology was applied to the linked record pairs which were divided into batches based on overall comparison weights. Each batch contained record pairs with a comparison weight within a specified interval. The intervals were of equal width and non-overlapping, ensuring each record pair fell into a single batch. In assessing the sampling, our first aim was to investigate how many true matched and non-matched records were identified or returned in each sampled batch and how this compared to all matches.

Using synthetic data we know which records belong to each individual and as a result, all true matches and non-matches from the linkage. From the ‘true’ and ‘false’ links we calculated linkage quality metrics (precision and recall) for both population and sample.

The population and sample precision measures (Figure 2) show the proportion of returned links that are ‘true’ matches for the given comparison weight. This includes all record-pairs that score above this threshold value. The precision curve runs from 0.88 at a matching score of 14 to 1.0 at highest matching scores (i.e. no false positives).

The recall figures (Figure 3) show the proportion of all true matches that have been underestimated in the batches with low matching scores, the estimates of recall are slightly higher than the actual results.

### 4.2 Automated Results

These automated decisions were used to calculate linkage quality metrics. The estimated precision and recall results from the automated tool have been presented in Figures 4 and 5. The estimated precision outputs (Figure 2) for all seven reviewers are very consistent with little variation in the clerical assessment results. However, the estimates are slightly lower than the actual results (especially for the lower matching scores) providing a conservative estimate of the true matches.

The estimated recall outputs (Figure 3) for the seven reviewers are also very consistent. As the number of ‘true’ matches has been underestimated in the batches with low matching scores, the estimates of recall are slightly higher than the actual results.

4.1 Reviewer Results

The sampled record pairs were clerically reviewed to determine a link status for each (providing an estimate of true positive links and false positive links in each sample batch). These estimates were used to calculate linkage quality metrics (precision and recall) for each reviewer. The estimated precision and recall results have been presented in Figures 2 and 3.

The estimated precision outputs (Figure 2) for all seven reviewers are very consistent with little variation in the clerical assessment results. However, the estimates are slightly lower than the actual results (especially for the lower matching scores) providing a conservative estimate of the true matches.

The estimated recall outputs (Figure 3) for the seven reviewers are also very consistent. As the number of ‘true’ matches has been underestimated in the batches with low matching scores, the estimates of recall are slightly higher than the actual results.

4.2 Automated Results

These automated decisions were used to calculate linkage quality metrics. The estimated precision and recall results from the automated tool have been presented in Figures 4 and 5.

Not surprisingly, as they have been based on the rules from a clerical reviewer, the automated quality estimates are similar to the review results. The precision results are slightly lower than the actual results (especially for the lower matching scores) and the recall is slightly higher. The recall estimates are very stable across the matching score batches.

The results for both precision and recall from the automated tool are close to the ac-
Figure 4  Automated review precision estimates by matching score

Figure 5  Automated review recall estimates by matching score

4.3 Reliability of Assessors Results

Clerical reviews were undertaken by seven people with a mixture of linkage experience. Each provided a profile of incorrect and correct links in each batch. The outputs from each of the clerical reviewers were assessed for consistency using the Fleiss Kappa statistics which measures inter-rater reliability for multiple reviewers/raters.

The overall agreement for the seven clerical reviewers was $K=0.601$ (CI 0.593, 0.609). Interpretation of the Kappa statistic generally suggests that results over 0.6 suggest a good strength of agreement between the reviewers/raters [22]. When the Kappa statistic was restricted to the most experienced reviewers, it remained in the 0.6 to 0.8 range suggesting good agreement.

5. Discussion

In recent years, significant investment in record linkage infrastructure has occurred internationally, reflecting the strategic value of high quality linked datasets [7, 41–44]. Although there has been significant development around scalable linkage units to support population level human research there has been little progress in reporting matching quality within these dedicated systems [45]. Knowing that both ‘wrong links’ and ‘missed links’ can impact on the interpretation of research findings highlights a need for routinely measuring linkage quality [19].

While it is possible to identify false positives based on the results of a linkage (e.g., using targeted clerical review on linkage output), identifying the missed links is more difficult and often left unknown [46]. Common quality assurance reporting implementations which contain estimation of false positives and false negatives usually involve complete review of linkage results, ‘gold standard’ datasets (used as a benchmark to assess linkage quality) and the application of group based logic mapping (e.g., a group of records belonging to a single person which includes a hospital record with a discharge dead code should also contain the associated death registration). However, these techniques are often constrained by the effort involved or the accuracy of the results.

The objective of this paper therefore was to design and evaluate scalable methods of clerical assessment to allow linkage units to assess the quality or accuracy of matching processes and provide research extracts with estimates of the linkage quality [19].

As expected, the sampling method showed no significant difference between the sample percentage of correct (‘true’) links at each matching score and the actual percentage across all links. The sampling methodology, which uses a simple yet robust probabilistic sample design and random selection of matched record pairs across batches, provided an unbiased and reliable sample of all links generated by the linkage.

In addition, the linkage quality metrics calculated on the selected sample were not significantly different to the actual precision and recall metrics for the whole linkage. The results demonstrate that as well as the sample estimates of precision and recall being unbiased (accurate) they are also precise (that is subject to a low level of sampling variability).

The evaluation of the method itself found that using manual inspection of the sample batches to assess the overall linkage provided an acceptable evaluation of the linkage quality. Although there were small differences between the assessors, generally the strength of agreement was good across all clerical reviewers.

The sampling methodology provides a number of advantages in assessing linkage quality. It offers a manageable and cost effective framework for the assessment of linkage quality (and additionally threshold setting). By applying this technique it is possible to assess both the accuracy of matches made as part of a linkage and to estimate the proportion of missed links. The assessment of missed links is traditionally difficult to undertake but can be important to researchers who wish to adjust research results based on the overall linkage quality.

Furthermore, in comparison to traditionally expensive processes of clerical assessment, the sampling methodology offers an objective method of quality assessment for probabilistic record linkage without a substantial investment in clerical processes.

This method can also be applied to ‘deterministic’ record linkage, where instead of the probabilistic approach, a series of
logical rules are used to determine which records belong to an individual. In the rules-based approach, rules would need to be ordered based on how ‘strict’ they were – i.e. the likelihood of containing a false positive. Additional rules would also have to be developed, of a lower quality than those currently used, in order to estimate missed matches.

Another finding in the evaluation was that by using systematic assessment methods to automate the review process it was possible to capture and apply clerical knowledge. The automated reviewing tool provided as good an estimate of both precision and recall as the human reviewers.

While human decision making based on record pairs is the traditional method for quality assessment, there are automated options capable of reducing the manual workload. Although time is required by an assessor to build the knowledge base for the clerical process; this logic, which is added incrementally and identifies any conflicting rules, can be used effectively to refine the matching strategy or enhance comparison routines.

Although the estimated precision and recall results indicate a high level of consistency between the reviewers (including the automated assessment), the estimates are somewhat different to the actual results, providing a conservative estimate of precision and an overestimate of recall (especially for the lower matching scores). Interestingly, if these were combined through the derivation of an F-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) the overall affect is reduced [10]. Further testing on additional datasets is required to determine whether this is a systematic, or dataset dependent effect. Feedback from reviewers indicated that the limited matching fields in the synthetic data (without any additional information) and compounded error modifications made identification of ‘true’ positive links more difficult in batches with a low matching score.

The sample methodology overcomes some of the challenges that have been experienced in estimating the quality of linkage on a manageable amount of clerical review. In general, the method provided acceptable estimates of linkage quality using the synthetic data. The advantage with this over current methods is that it will provide an estimate of the overall linkage quality (including missed links). By developing and applying scalable methods of clerical assessment, linkage units can assess the quality or accuracy of the matching process and provide research extracts with the appropriate level of linkage quality (19).

5.1 Limitations

The linkage quality estimation methodology has been specifically designed around the probabilistic record linkage techniques used by many dedicated linkage units. With continuous development in the field of record linkage and scientific progression around matching methods, there should be some consideration of how the approach can be modified to work with any new developments in record linkage algorithms. Appropriate record linkage techniques are often dependent on the quantity and quality of data available and the research context. For clerical review to provide accurate results, reviewers must be aware of all these factors.

The methodology relies on the assessment of matching pairs by reviewers and is often based on subjective judgment to make a decision whether two records belong to the same person. In some circumstances, the clerical reviewer will have more information than used in the linkage strategy upon which they can make an informed decision about whether two records belong to the same person (depending on data collections). In practice however, reviewers are often asked to make a decision on the same information used in the linkage process. These decisions can be based on expert knowledge of the dataset but are frequently based on the instinct of the reviewer.

One method which could be explored to improve the manual review would be to modify the method to allow clerical assessment of all pairs belonging to an individual following linkage. Introducing this group checking approach may provide additional information over time to help the assessment process.

While this evaluation has been performed on a large synthetic dataset based on real world characteristics, a more comprehensive analysis could include a variety of administrative datasets. This would provide a wide-ranging assessment using data with different standards and definitions.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented an approach to estimating linkage quality for large scale linkage projects. Our approach provides reliable estimates of linkage quality without full clerical assessment of linkage results. Unlike most estimates, which focus on the accuracy of matches made, this methodology includes missed matches in the calculation of overall linkage quality. Application of the methodology in linkage projects should assist in assessing the performance of linkage operations, customising strategies for specific linkage projects and in the decision making regarding choice of threshold.
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